
Fig. 9. Dravida Nadu [Dravidian Nation]. Cover page of Viveki, Tiravitamum Ariyamum [Dravidian and Aryan Nations] 
(Chennai, Dravida Kala Nilayam, 1946). Courtesy of Perasiriyar Research Library, Anna Arivalayam, Chennai. 

of cloth to colonial politics and have analyzed the 

nationalizing of clothing choices made by Indians 

from the turn of the twentieth century.54 The 

reformed sari in particular has emerged as the key 

sartorial marker of the Hindu Indian woman's 

difference, even as it indexes her appropriately 
authentic (and modest) femininity and her sym- 
bolic value as the repository of true 'Indian' 

tradition.55 Not surprisingly, Mother India, the 

mother of them all, is generally shown modestly 

clad in a sari. Indeed, from early in this century, 

nationalists in India repeatedly called upon their 

fellow citizens to join the anti-colonial struggle 

against the British by invoking Mother India's sari. 

British rule, with its attendant dumping of 

Manchester fabrics and Lancashire textiles, had 

disrobed and denuded Mother India, it was 

claimed. Now, Indians should band together and 

re-drape Mother India in her sari by being Indian 

and buying Indian. Rather than ephemeral to her 

iconography, Mother India's sari indexes this larger 

struggle between the colonial state and its colonized 107 



Fig. 10. Mother Tamil. Reproduced from P. Murugayyan, Arulakat Tamilp Paata Nool (Madras, Arulagam, 1966). Courtesy of 
Tamil Nadu State Archives Library, Chennai. 

subjects over the economic issues of the drain of 
wealth and the development of Indian industries, 
even as it helps transform the dead 'dust' of empty 
geographical space into a 'loving' homeland and 
motherland. 

From the 1890s, the claim of Mother India to the 
affections of her potential citizen-subjects was 

challenged in the Tamil-speaking parts of colonial 
India by another goddess of polity, Tamilttay 

(Mother Tamil), the Tamil language personified as 

goddess, mother and maiden.56 She gained in 

popular visibility through the activities of the 
Dravidian movement which in turn was explicitly 

108 anti-Indian nationalist in the middle decades of the 

twentieth century, even advocating separation 
from the emergent nation. The contest between 
the two nationalisms was also waged cartographi- 
cally through maps and bodyscapes. During the 
1940s and 1950s, maps of the imagined Dravidian 
nation (Dravida Nadu) were circulated through 
pamphlets, newspaper cartoons and posters 

(Fig. 9), and maps of 'India' with Dravida Nadu 
left out were burnt at the height of the movement's 

separatist phase. Bodyscapes of Mother Tamil have 
also been circulated through various Tamil nation- 
alist publications since the mid-1930s and have 
been occasionally included in school textbooks as 
well. In a majority of cases, Mother Tamil carto- 



graphically lays claim to the entire subcontinent as 
she occupies the map of India, challenging Mother 
India's hegemonic presence (Fig. 10). Occasionally, 
she appears perched on a globe, her legs demurely 
outlining the cartographical shape of India 

(Plate 6). 
As with Mother India, the map of India serves to 

transform Mother Tamil in her bodyscapes from a 

goddess of language and learning into a mistress of 

territory and polity. Inevitably, the territory she 
claims with her body-either the 'Dravidian' part of 
the subcontinent or in many cases all of India, and 
indeed the whole wide world-far exceeds the 

contemporary geographical spread of Tamil speak- 
ers. Such bodyscapes of both Mother Tamil and 
Mother India are a useful reminder that like 
colonial cartography-in whose shadows it was 
often cast in opposition-nationalist cartography, 
too, can have imperialistic aspirations, underwrit- 

ing political projects that are territorially ambitious 
in intent, even if they are not realizable in practice. 
They are also a reminder that 'as the physical map 
of India gains ubiquity as an iconic representation 
of the body politic, it becomes the terrain for 

competing efforts to define, and possess, the self'.57 
Dravidian nationalism might have cast itself in 

opposition to Indian nationalism, but cartographi- 
cally, as indeed in other respects, it operated on a 

terrain, literally and metaphorically, already 
mapped out by the latter's hegemonic discourses. 

Nation-Space as Bodyscape 

What is the larger significance of the visualization 
of the nation as bodyscape, itself a complicated 
intersection of the geographical imagination of the 

nation-space as territory and of its somatic imagi- 
nation as mother? It is clear that nationalists in the 
colonial world have had to battle to reclaim not just 
lost territories and spaces, but also the hearts and 
souls of the subject-citizenry. The scientific map in 
and of itself is not enough of a weapon in this 

battle, as both Aurobindo Ghosh and Rabindrath 

Tagore remind us, for all it does is to re-present the 
nation's territory as socially empty and dead, mere 
'dust' in Sandip's words. In contrast, the bodyscapes 
of Mother India and Mother Tamil serve to enliven 
this dead space and transform it into an intensely 
human place, a homeland and motherland, as the 

poems frequently accompanying them emphasize. 
Moreover, at a time when the Indian and Dravidian 
nations appeared to be materially, discursively, and 
even cartographically unstable, the female body in 

its apparent singularity conferred unity, wholeness 
and stability, even as it subversively un-did the 
borders and boundaries so carefully reinforced by 
state (colonial and post-colonial) cartography. The 
'India' that emerges in these bodyscapes is not 

geographically specific, in direct contrast to the 

clearly delineated and enclosed geo-body produced 
by state-sponsored scientific cartography. Further, 
the female figures in these bodyscapes generally 
appear in archaic accoutrements, their clothing, 
their jewellery and their posture all suggesting 
distant antiquity and offering yet another instance 
of the 'subterfuges of antiquity' pursued by this 

very modern entity, the nation, in its quest to pass 
itself off as timeless and eternal.58 

In addition to enlivening the nation-space, 
corporealizing it and archaizing it, these bodyscapes 
gender it, frequently as female.59 Feminist geo- 
graphers have suggested that the conception of the 
nation as cartographically female enables a 
'masculinist' relationship to place.60 Such gendered 

bodyscapes, along with the poetry on these 

goddesses which frequently accompany them, 

encourage the male subject-citizen to view the 
national territory as a vulnerable woman who 
needs their protection and as a mother who had to 
be rescued through heroism and sacrifice. These 

gendered bodyscapes also enable the viewing of the 
nation's territory possessively, even pleasurably. So, 
even as the nation appears as the ground on which 
filial bonds between the citizenry and the territory 
are erected, it also emerges as a field for the play of 

erotic desire, as a regime for regulating pleasure.6' 
In Tagore's novel, in response to Sandip's 
declaration, this is how Bimala responds: 

Sandip's eyes took fire as he went on, but whether it 
was the fire of worship, or of passion, I could not tell. 
... When, in Sandip's appeals, his worship of the 
country gets to be subtly interwoven with his worship 
of me, then does my blood dance. ... I felt that my 
resplendent womanhood made me indeed a goddess.62 

The bodyscapes of Mother India (and Mother 

Tamil) erupt within the interstices of a nationalist 

discourse where the erotic, the patriotic and the 

cartographical converge in imagining the nation as 

an entity worth living, and dying, for. 
In his provocative observations on modern 

nationalism, Benedict Anderson ruminates on 

what enables the nation to become an entity that 

causes so many millions of people, 'not so much to 

kill, as willingly to die for such limited imagin- 

ings'.63 Such bodyscapes are one such visually 109 



enabling device. They invite the citizen-subject who 

gazes upon them to relate to the nation not as some 
abstract, dead geographical space, but as a near- 
and-dear person, his personal goddess, his vulner- 
able mother, even a beloved lover. In this process, 
they facilitate the filial attachment of the citizen to 
national territory, producing sentiments of longing 
and belonging that a scientific map cannot possibly 
generate, for in the words of Tagore's Sandip, 'No 
one can give up his life for a map! When I see you 
before me, then only do I realize how lovely my 
country is ... Such are the visions which give 

vigour to life, and joy to death'.64 

Post-Script 

This is not the only narrative that can be written of 
woman, nation and map in modern India, as we are 
reminded by Mahasweta Devi's poignant story from 
the 1980s, 'Douloti the Bountiful'. Feminist writers 
like Mahesweta use the female body to question the 
nation cartographically, associating it with depriva- 
tion, disease and death, instead of taking on the 
mantle of an idealized figure of plenitude and 
motherhood. In Mahesweta's story, Douloti, the 

daughter of a bonded labourer, is forced to become 
a prostitute to pay off family debts. Towards the end 
of the story, her body racked with venereal disease 
and without adequate medical treatment, she lies 
down to die on the bare earth. Her body is 
discovered next morning, spreadeagled on a map 
of India that had been drawn on the ground by a 
local schoolmaster to celebrate India's Indepen- 
dence Day. Mahesweta concludes her story thus on 
a powerful note: 

Filling the entire Indian peninsula from the oceans to 
the Himalayas, here lies bonded labor spreadeagled, 
kamiya-whore Douloti Nagesia's tormented corpse, 
putrefied with venereal disease, having vomited up 
all the blood in its desiccated lungs. Today, on the 
fifteenth of August [India's Independence Day], Douloti 
has left no room at all in the India of people like 
Mohan [the schoolmaster] for planting the standard of 
the Independence flag. What will Mohan do now? 
Douloti is all over India.65 

Gayatri Spivak has noted that Mahasweta Devi's 
conclusion demonstrates the re-inscription of 'the 
official map of the nation by the zoograph of the 
unaccommodated female body restored to the 

economy of nature'.66 I want to suggest that in 
Douloti's dying gesture, Mahesweta's story mocks a 

century of popular cartographical practice in which 
the female body has been used to produce a 

110 possessive 'male-centered sense of territory';67 and 

in which while the male citizen is interpellated as 
the active subject of the body politic, the female 
citizen is virtually erased as an active subject to be 

replaced by the idealized, stylized and ultimately 
passive figure of Mother India propped up by a map 
of the nation. 
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